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Introduction: The chain of events lead off to
the real origin of the Nagy-Vázsony iron meteorite. Observed as an eyewitness fall in 1890 at
Nagyvázsony town, collected by J. Koralovszky,
exchanged in Veszprém by Baron K. Hornig with
a Toluca, sent to Szeged in 1944, and presented
to Rev. M. Török in 1973 with classified origin,
and finally reported as Kaposfüred-candidate (yet
undocumented) IVA iron meteorite, a fine octahedrite in 1998 [1], coming from the village of
Kaposfüred.
Previous report of Kaposfüred-candidate
(undocumented)
In 1995 a church has been built in Kaposfüred
village titled House of Virgin Marie in Ephesus
by Rev, Török, who was a collector of extraordinary stones. One of the architects, A. Szabó observed a dark sample in the house-altar requested
the origin of the dark sample. Rev. Török was
obli9gated to preserve the secret origin at that
time, and reported a false story. He gave the
specimen as Kaposfüred-candidate (yet undocumented) iron meteorite sample to researchers
from Eötvös University, who reported the classification of IVA type iron meteorite candidate [1].
Other, more detailed investigations were also reported about it [2].
The real origin of Kaposfüred-candidate
(yet undocumented) iron meteorite – as NagyVázsony:
In 2014 Mnr. Török was ill. and for the scientific purposes stopped keeping parts of the secret
obligation and declared that the iron meteorite
candidate sample he reported coming from Kaposfüred village, originally had been given him in
1973 by Rev. G. Havas in Szeged on the occasion
of his ordinand and first mass. Two of us (Zs. K.
and Gy. A. G.) began to search the threads of how
the iron meteorite has arrived to Rev. Havas they
reached Veszprém. In 1890 Baron K. Hornig was
the bishop and he was a great collector of stones.
After observing the fall and finding the NagyVázsony sample J. Koralovszky visited the inns

and told the story and exhibited the sample for
money. Baron Hornig got to know the news of the
Nagy-Vázsony meteorite and reported it in his
local journal. Later, he could meet with J.
Koralovszky and could exchange the sample for a
Toluca iron and some money, because he wanted
to retain the meteorite in Hungary (like as Reformed church College of Debrecen could retain
Kaba in the Collection of the Collegium in Debrecen). The Toluca iron occurred in great abundance in Hungary, because at that time Emperor
of Mexico was a Habsburg king Maximilian, who
had Hungarian Husars as guardists. When husars
returned to Hungary they delivered great amounts
of Toluca iron meteorite from Mexico to Hungary. Half a century later the meteorite was in the
property of the diocese, they did know its origin,
however in the 2nd WW conditions it was used
only as a mass, delivered to Szeged, as reported
earlier.
The thread of events continued with J.
Koralovszky who sold the specimen with name
Nagy-Vázsony to Albert Mayer von Günthof, a
textile factory owner, who delivered itt o the emperor’s collection in Vienna. That sample become
catalogize in the Vienna Collection and is residing there till today [3]. Vagn Fabritius Buchwald,
in his Handbook of iron meteorites (1975) reports
that the Nagyvázsony iron meteorite had not been
investigated till that time with modern methods.
After the measurements it may turn out that the
Vienna Nagyvázsony may be really a hidden
Toluca meteorite. [4]
Tracing of Kaposfüred candidate iron meteorite in Hungarian Astronomical Association
One of us (Zs. Kereszty) began to investigate
the real story of Kaposfüred (yet undocumented)
candidate iron meteorite in the Hungarian Astronomical Association. In the journal of the Association several papers reported speculations in
connection with the origin of that sample. [5, 6,
7]. Finally he met with prof Kubovics and has
received a fragment of it and could place a beau-
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tiful photo about Kaposfüred-(yet undocumented)
candidate iron meteorite [8].
Two of us (Zs. K. and Gy. A. G.) met in 2013.
Tracing the origin of Kaposfüred-candidate (yet
undocumented) iron meteorite after the revealing
the secret of its origin, they reached Veszprém, in
the vicinity of Nagy-Vázsony (20 kilometers distance from each other). Considering the geochemical classification of Kaposüred-candidate
(yet undocumented) iron meteorite (IVA) and that
of Nagy-Vázsony (IAB-sLL), we conjectured the
exchange and formulated the question: what kind
of specimen would have been given by
Koralovszky to Mayer von Günthof in 1890 in
replacement of the original Nagy-Vázsony.
(Probably Mayer von Günthof was a rich man
who purchased the meteorite from Koralovszky
and presented it as a gift to the imperial collection). To know the possibilities we looked for the
IAB-sLL meteorites known yet in 1890. In the
MetBull there were 6 meteorites [9].
No:

Name:

1.

Toluca

Year of
fall/find,
country:

MassTKW:

1776
>3t
Mexico
2.
1858
22,7 kg
Wooster
USA
3.
1879
115 gr
Niagara
USA
4.
1885
4 kg
Mazapil
USA
5.
1888,
48,25 kg
Bischtübe
today
Kazahstan
6.
1889
1700 gr
Moctezuma
Mexico
7.
1980 gr
Nagy-Vázsony 1890
Hungary
There is a correspondence with Toluca iron
only. Remembering the example of the story of
Kaba our ancient meteorite collectors did not
want to wrangle with the higher offices in Austria-Hungary, they took a Toluca from their collection – similar shape and size – and exchanged
it with the original Nagy-Vázsony. We also remember the suggestion of Buchwald about the
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Nagy-Vázsony-Toluca similarities (identities).
Although the story seems closed further measurements may confirm or strengthen these results.
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Fig. 1. Details from Kaposfüred candidate (yet undocumented) meteorite IVA fine octahedrite iron.
(Photo by Zs. K.)

